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Abstract.  In this paper, a short introduction of the full 
vehicle simulation environment OverNight Testing (ONT) is 
given. This environment was developed in cooperation of 
Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG with the Research Institute of 
Automotive Engineering and Vehicle Engines Stuttgart 
(FKFS) [1]. The main application area is in the concept 
development for the assessment of overall vehicle con-
cepts. The distinctive features of the simulation environ-
ment are a strong configurability and the high degree of 
automation and modularization.  
A process has been defined for the evaluation of a car 
concept, starting with the integration of new model com-
ponents continuing with the creation of a new vehicle 
configuration, over the simulation using various manoeu-
vres up to the presentation of results. The advantage of 
the presented simulation tool is the ability to handle a 
huge number of variaties of a vehicle concept automatical-
ly and create evaluation results quickly by using the toolkit 
principle. 

Introduction 
The number of vehicle derivatives is increasing in the 
automotive industry for years. With the introduction of 
platforms and the toolkit principle these variants must 
stay manageable [2]. A large number of variants for 
each car concept need to be evaluated within a short 
time.  
 
 

Hence it is the goal to use full vehicle simulation 
models with the same modular structure as the toolkit 
principles to make the diversity and complexity control-
lable [3]. The vehicle model should be divided into 
modules that can be replaced and are reusable. A very 
important additional constraint is, that the amount and 
detail of information in the early phase of the vehicle 
development process are low [4].  

The models of the vehicle components with different 
levels of detail are combined to a complete full vehicle 
model. In the course of the project the simple models 
can be easily replaced by more complex and larger 
models. A clearly defined and structured evaluation 
process is essential to make the high number of evalua-
tions manageable [5]. With the help of a developed 
domain ontology [6] the automated linking of the vari-
ous forms of information, objects and properties is made 
feasible.  

Furthermore, it must be possible to evaluate the ve-
hicle models with a variety of technologies as well was 
parameter sets and comparing the results. Easy and 
rapid variations of the components and the parameters 
of the model are crucial in the concept evaluation. It is 
of high importance to make the expertise of other disci-
plines available by using and exchanging models over 
simulation platform boundaries [7].  

Therfore the model boundaries and interfaces need 
to be cleary defined. A user-friendly interface will be 
provided to review the results easily and quickly. All 
data used in the evaluation and the results should be 
stored to be able to repeat the review and understand the 
results anytime later. 
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1 The Simulation Environment 

OverNight Testing (ONT) 
The prototype of the simulation environment ONT im-
plements the above mentioned requirements. The Start-
ing window of ONT is depicted in Figure 1. The tool 
was created in MATLAB and Simulink and enables a 
simple and user-friendly simulative evaluation of vehi-
cle concepts.  

MATLAB and Simulink was chosen on the one 
hand due to the possibilities for creating graphical user 
interfaces, easy implementation and integration of func-
tions for processing data, which are necessary for the 
pre- and postprocessing of simulations and lastly as the 
program is widely used for the simulation of vehicle 
behavior within the company. The user does not need 
prior experience with MATLAB or Simulink since all 
functions can be operated via user interfaces.  

 
Figure 1. ONT starting window. 

 
The following is an example for a concept evaluation 
which will be explained gradually. 

1.1 Example for a concept evaluation 
In this example, the fictional concept of an electric 
vehicle with the name Concept_1 is evaluated. The 
standard procedure for the review of a vehicle in ONT is 
shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Standard evaluation procedure in ONT. 
 

In order to evaluate a vehicle concept with the simula-
tion tool ONT the name of the components must be 
stored in an Excel file (1) in a predefined hierarchical 
structure. The information in the Excel file is imported 
and can be seen in extracts in Figure 3. 

 
Concept_1

Engine
Electrical Drivetrain Components

Electrical Drive
Electrical Drive Concept 1

Chassis
Drive Shaft
Wheels

Rims & Tires
Rims
Tires

Tires - front
Standard 21"

Tires - rear
Brakes

Electrical Systems
 

Figure 3. Extract from the tree view of the vehicle  
configuration in ONT. 
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Figure 4. Example of a manveuer tree view with its  

requirements and variants 
 

Not only the information about the compo-
nents of the vehicle has to be defined, also 
the simulation-scenarios (in this paper called 
manoeuvres) have to be considered. There-
for a list (3) can be prepared consisting of 
pre-defined manoeuvres. It is possible to 
simulate e.g. different types of acceleration, 
drives with constant velocity, elasticity, 
driving cycles and circuits. Boundary condi-
tions and requirements, like ambient temper-
ature, SOC values and speed limits are given 
by the user. 

In Figure 4 an extract of the tree view of 
the manoeuvre is shown. The manoeuvres 
have requirements on each component of the 
full vehicle model that are fully automated 
verified.  

These requirements are shown in the 
same hierarchy as the vehicle structure in a 
tree view beneath every manoeuvre. If a 
requirement is met a check mark shows up. 
If it is not met the components and its high-
er-level category is flagged with a cross.  

 
 
 

Once a component is marked with a cross the ma-
noeuvre cannot be simulated. The requirements on the 
manoeuvres are described in more detail in section 2.6. 

 
In this example only one manoeuvre can be simulat-

ed due to the available vehicle data and manoeuvre 
request. The two manoeuvres, driving cycle and con-
stant travel, cannot be selected because the requirements 
to the electric drive components are not met. For exam-
ple this can be the case if the efficiency of the electrical 
motor is unknown. An assertion of consumption would 
be very inaccurate and would not meet the underlying 
requirements. 

From the vehicle definition (2) and the list of ma-
noeuvres (3) fully configured vehicle models are gener-
ated automatically with the help of a database in which 
all the models and parameters are stored (5). 

Subsequently, the simulations can be carried out (6). 
A small status window provides an overview of the 
current status. The simulation model is hidden from the 
user in the background.  

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5. The results window in ONT. 
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Figure 6. Example for a combined result diagram. 

 
After the simulation, an automated evaluation of the 
simulation results is optionally performed (7). To view 
the simulation results, the presentation of results can be 
opened. In addition to the current former performed 
simulation results (8) can be viewed anytime. The con-
tent of the window, which is shown in Figure 5, is fully 
configurable.  

Besides of the vehicle configuration (A) signals 
from list (B) can be selected and illustrated in different 
diagrams. An example of displaying multiple signals in 
one diagram is shown in Figure 6. The set of shown 
signals can be configured for each manoeuvre by the 
user. The signals can be combined in plots and be ex-
ported to Excel files for further use. 

2 The Vehicle Structure 
The mentioned Excel file (see section 2.1) is the under-
lying hierarchical structure in ONT and will be dis-
cussed in more detail in the following. This structure is 
used throughout the company to list the components 
integrated in the vehicle. In addition to a folder-based 
database, in which the models and parameter files are 
stored, the structure is found again in the signals of the 
simulation model. 

The full vehicle model has a central signal bus 
which is divided into the same levels. This only serves 
to structure the variety of signals in a reasonable and 
continuous way and has no properties of a real commu-
nication bus. By reusing this system, models and sets of 
parameters can be easily found and stored in the file 
system. Furthermore parts of the full vehicle model and 
selected individual signals of partial models from the 
signal bus can be located easily.  

 

Figure 7 is an example to see where the traction en-
ergy storage is arranged in the vehicle hierarchy. 
 

2.1 The full vehicle model 
The full vehicle model in ONT consists of a variety of 
components which are represented by different detailed 
models depending on the manoeuvres to be simulated. 
Simulations in ONT are always forward simulations. 
The model at the highest level is shown in Figure 8. All 
blocks have the full vehicle bus as input. The output of 
each block is a bus with the aggregated signals of its 
subcomponents. In section 2.4 the exact buildup of the 
models is discussed in more detail.  

The powertrain of the full vehicle model consists of 
one or more engines/electric motors, clutch, transmis-
sion, power divider, differentials, drive shafts, brakes, 
wheels and tires. In addition to the physical mapping of 
components controls and regulations of the systems are 
also modeled, if necessary. In case of an electrified 
powertrain the high-voltage aspects are represented by 
electric drives, power electronics, a traction battery and 
a charging unit. Through this a very good reproduction 
of the longitudinal dynamics can be achieved for com-
bustion-engined as well as electrified vehicles. 
 
 

Electrical Drivetrain 
Componentes

Car

Electrical Drive

Cooling

Clutch

Power Electronics

Drive Control

Traction Battery

Charging Unit

Traction Battery Type 1

Gearbox

 

 Figure 7. Extract of the tree view of the vehicle hierarchy. 
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  Figure 8. The full vehicle simulation model in Simulink. 

 

2.2 The Models oft the Car Components 
Every component used in the full vehicle simulation is 
filed in the same way. A component can be modelled in 
different ways and therefore be represented by different 
models. Simple models are used, if there is only little 
information about the system available. Over time the 
amount of information is increasing and therefore more 
complex models can be used. These more complex 
models need more data to be parameterized. 

 
The level of detail for every variant of the model needs 
to be defined in five categories. These categories are: 
mechanics, electrics, thermodynamics, chemistry, and 
logic. The range reaches from 0 (not modelled) to 10 
(reality). In Table 1 an example is shown. It is the ex-
cerpt for the definition of the level of detail for the 
component traction battery.  

 
 

LoD Electrics Thermodynamics 

0 Not modelled Not modelled 

1 Simple Resistore 0-dim. System 

2 Simple Energy Storage 0-dim. Cell 

3 Temp. Dep. Resistor 1-dim System 

…   

10 H iL-Battery HiL-Battery 

Table 1. Example for the definition of the level of detail for 
the model traction battery 

 
 

 
Figure 9. The component traction battery type 1  

with its different parts. 
 

A model variant consists of different parts: The parame-
ter set, the model file itself, and a metafile with addi-
tional information about the model. In this metafile in- 
and output signals, parameters of the model and other 
information as author of the model, date of creation, 
restrictions of the model etc. are definied.  
 
In Figure 9 the different parts of the component traction 
battery type 1 are shown. One extract for the developed 
domain ontology is shown in Listing 1, which is defined 
in XML-format.  
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1 <name>…</name> (model name) 
2 … (additional informations) 
3 <inputs> (list of all input signals) 
4   <element> 
5    </element> 
6  … 
7 </inputs>  
8 <outputs> (list of all output signals) 
9   <element> 

10   </element> 
11  … 
12 </outputs> 
13 <parameters> (list of all model parameters) 
14 </parameters> 
 

Listing 1 Metafile structure for the simulation  
model of a component  

  

 
Figure 10. The model traction battery type 1 with  

its input and output interfaces. 
 

The simulation model of each component possesses 
always an input and an output interface. As an example 
the model of the traction battery type 1 is shown in 
Figure 10.  

The Input Interface selects from the full vehicle sig-
nal bus all signals, which are definied in the metafile. In 
this signal bus all signals from every car component 
model are available. The model output signals are col-
lected in the Output Interface block and aggregated in a 
component-specific signal bus.  

 
 
 

With the input and the ouput interfaces models from 
other departments or suppliers can be integrated easily. 
To integrate new models only the interfaces need to be 
adapted and the main model can be remain in its origi-
nal state. 

2.3 The integration of a new component into ONT 
A procedure is defined to integrate new compontents or 
variants of new models into the simultation environment 
ONT, which is shown in Figure 11.  

 
This process uses different methods of verification 

and validation [8] that are not focus of this paper and 
therefore not further explained.  

 
To start the process the new component 
needs to be defined as shown in section 
2.2 with a model file, parameter file, and 
metafile. In the first step the interfaces of 
the model are compared with the defini-
tions in the metafile. Beside the correct 
dimensions and naming the existence of 
required input signals in the full vehicle 
signal bus is checked.  

Also the parameters of the model are 
compared to the definitions in the metafile 
and the additional information of the 
metafile like solver settings is reviewed. 
After the formal test procedures the model 
is installed into a virtual model test bed for 
the next steps.  

This test bed is providing all necessery 
input signals to run the test and is observ- 

               ing the  model  behaviour by  logging all  
               outputs of the model.  

 
The first step on the test bed is a short test of executabil-
ity. Afterwards predefined verification tests are run. 
These verification tests are specifically defined for each 
component and can consist of simple input-output test 
and more complex combinded test scenarios. An exam-
ple for a simple scenario for the traction battery model 
is to discharge and charge the battery. Another example 
is to check the model behaviour while the attempt to 
discharge the battery below 0% SoC (State of Charge).  
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After all tests are executed the results are saved in a 

test protocol and added to the component model. The 
component model is filed to a component library if all 
tests were passed successfully. Now the component can 
be used in ONT.  

 
Figure 11. Procedure for the integration of  

new components in ONT 

3 Manoeuvres and their 
Requirements on the Model  

The manoeuvres for the simulation with the full vehicle 
model are predefined. They can be divided into two 
main groups:  

1. Manoeuvres with time- or distance-based  
velocity and height profile 

2. Event-triggered manoeuvres 

The first group of manoeuvres provides a route profile 
that is traced by a digital driver. As soon as the profile 
reaches its end the simulation is finished. Examples for 
this type of manoeuvres are driving cycles, longitudinal 
driving on a race track, hill climbing, simple accelera-
tions and decelerations.  

 
The second group of manoeuvres depend on events. 

There is no static profile given, the requested velocity is 
dynamic.  

 
 

Examples for this type of manoeuvres are driving 
until the traction battery is empty, repeated acceleration 
to a given speed and instant deceleration after reaching it. 

The manoeuvres are filed in a database and can be 
combined with a graphical user interface to a list. Most 
of the manoeuvres are equipped with some tunable 
paramters like ambient temperature or starting/finishing 
speed. Besides the parameters, all manoeuvres have 
requirements on the level of detail of every component 
model. 

In Section 2.2 the concept of the level of detail for 
models was introduced. It is used for the preparation of 
the simulation model. The full vehicle simulation model 
with all its component models is defined with the in-
formation about the manoeuvre and the components of 
the car concept. To make this possible the concept of 
manoeuvre requirements are developed. Every manoeu-
vre defines requirements for each model component of 
the full vehicle model. These requirements are formu-
lated in level of details in five different categories.  

The requirements on the level of detail are mimal 
requirements that need to be met by each used compo-
nent model. If none of the available model variants of 
one single component can fullfill a requirement the 
manoeuvre cannot be simulated for this vehicle. The 
idea is to allow simulations only if enough information 
are available to get trustworthy results.  

For each manoeuver a list is definied and saved as a 
XML-file. This list contains the requirements for every 
single component specified with the level of detail in 
five categories. An example for such a manoeuvre re-
quirement list is shown in Figure 12. In this manoeuvre 
the car drives at constant longitudinal velocity. The aim 
of the simulation is to calculate the energy consumption. 
At this manoeuvre the behaviour of the traction battery 
is important, as this is the energy storage in the car.  

On the other side the charging unit of the high volt-
age system has no influence on the result of the simula-
tion besides its weight and physical size. Therefore the 
model of the charging unit is not required for this ma-
noeuvre. All required levels of detail are set to zero. 
With this list of requirements for each model component 
on the one side and the car configurations on the other 
side the specific full vehicle model can be defined for 
each manoeuvre. In this way the most suitable models 
are used for every simulation. 
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Figure 12. Examplary manuever requirements from the  
manuever „consumption constant velocity drive“ 

4 Conclusion and Future Work 
The simulation environment ONT is used in the early 
phase of concept development. A large number of con-
cept variants can be evaluated with it rapidly. This sup-
ports the project leaders to make fast and correct deci-
sions. ONT could be used as a simulation platform in all 
parts of the R&D department, where simulations in 
many fields e.g. vehicle dynamics are needed.  

The structure of ONT follows a standardized and 
widespread hierarchical system. It is highly configura-
ble and automated. The full vehicle simulation model 
offers a model architecture, where component models 
can be included easily. A multidisciplinary project is 
run in the company to evaluate the benefit of ONT in 
the R&D department. The results of the evaluation will 
be shown in future publications. 
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